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It is

NIST - RESEARCH MktHODOLpGY CROUPS

ORIGINS, FORMS, FUNCTIONS

INTRODUCTION

idely recognized that a _Tel), factor in the success,of urrent

women's movement was the creation, consciousness-raising (CR) groups on the

\ , ,
grass - roots level in the late 1960S-. Yates (1975) explains that consciousness_

I
raising was a deliberate method fro- a _ inception in Chicago and New York in

1968. Although well-known now as an integral component of worm's liberation,

these groups were actually modelled on ideas of the social movements of the

preceding-decade (Freeman, 1979: 559). More precisely,

Carol Hauiseh and Kathie Amatniek [of New York Radical Women] had

become imp-- led-during their year in Mississippt'with the Studen;

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee by the way in which black.pe-ple

spoke IATi in testimonials about what had been done to them by (the Man'.

They also reminded themselves of Mao's slogan, 'Speak to relieve the

pain' (Yates, 1975: 103).= [After these spontaneous beginnings,]Red

stockfags, in conjunction with it oman line,' formulated the

first full guidelines for-consciousness -rA_ The document called

'Proteetive Sules for C nsciousness-raising' and written in 1968, was

read. at the beginning o each session. The rules -tip ate that each

sister must testify on the question at hand:that others must not break

off any sister's testimony until it is complete, andthat judgments bn

a sister's testimony are not allowed. Sisters must give compelling

reasons for urging points of view. Generalizations are to be drawn



after testimonies are complete, placing the question in is political.
....-.,

,
.

.

-context,_ and position papers are to be written about the gr up'af'
b E /

conclusiong. Cons iousness- raising in more or less the form d4eloped

by Redstockings swepx the movement in the nexl two years and for many

wom liberation groups became either their basis' for forming or one

part of their. effort. (Yates, 1975:104).
.

CR groups developed.concurrently throughout the 'co uftry. 'Topic- eAstus-

sion included abortion, housewOrk, sexual relations, child care, mav:i ge,

shopping, makin'office coffee, curtailing ambitions, getting educated and

-mbrd (Yates, 1975101. The purpose of CR grbups was to help each woman.

examtrie her own experience within the largei framework which interprets ne

woman's experience as shared in some ways by 0A -women because of the dynamics
. /'

of societal oppression.,, In R groups women recognized the importapce of their

persona experience and. discovered 'their potential

possible action.

in

raising a political activiti ns welas a Rom ofi therapy. "First of all,

women's. Statements were defile As testimonies 4bout a social J1.1 as well as

for puli,tical analysis and

, -addition.to ideology, particular group procedures made consciousness-

disclosures pf personal troubles. :Second, participants were defined as

sisters in a worldwide 66mmunity of women interested in change. Third,

everyone was considered to be an,, x-ert on the chosen topic and *us

were expected tp testify. loreover, since everyone had. insights into the

topic at-hand, everyone s contribulon was seen as valuable. Fourth, a rule

was folb;wed whereby a speaker was not interrupted until she had finiphed

Since women tend to be interrupted by Men (Henley, 1977), to not
.

interrupt was considered'a first step in the dirAtion of 'raising a Wo-a_f



self-esteem. Fifth,

criticism, or advice

enabled Beakers to

facilitated self-di-
'/

encounter movement

nation without evalt,

members spoke.

The gro Ps

la

That women would not- offer judgmen

,men's presentations. 1115 rule

it fear of being criticized;

:ule as probably incorporated
41

peopled to experience each other's' partic

_;coups tried to equalize 'the `amount of time

the task of the group was tei link individual

olitic'al.generalizations.

usually met weekly, were

members,. and were laderless.-

they were not strucitureless.

in many cases, CR grodps

ompti'sed of between five and fifteen

But as described,abover, one can easily see that

The power of these group processes was such that

later converted into groups which created new ervices

for- women or engaged in political lobbying=or other

action. Tyi essence-, zro

were a solution to the
1

of change-oriented

_ere*esocialization groups for

isolation that women felt even if they were

and had children. In isolation they had not formulated what they

needed', let alone compared these with other people's experiences.

groups their loneliness

shame into

mutual' support=

en. They

ied
=

elt or

In the CR

was transformed ineo sisterhood, th -eir guilt d-

e and anger,

coun.

and truli competition against one another _into

CR groups are still being formed by women's centers -throughout

y (see Lieberman

the

Solow, Bond and Reibstein, 1981). In addition,

drawing on the background of.CR groups--; there

types of groups with spec

1

is now a proliferation of new

fic functions. Called simply ' omen's#gr ups" they'

serve women who may haye already gone'through an imitial CR experience and are

. now looking for supp9rt'in a particular life area, such as being a graduate



student, being a professional Irma writin-g-a. doctoral dissertation, 'coping

thnew motherhood, or cotiing wit unemployment. 'Women's groups usually

organize- around one specific issue rather than deal with the full range

issues raised, in CR groups- Feminist w en's groups represent a blend Of

-influences includingCR, encounter, and self- help. These groups e
*

dant as b building blotys in anew culture.of women's institutions such as

.0netw rkg, publishing,house (bookstores, music. festiyals art ,galleries,

conferences, professibnal-asSociations, journals and_more.n In addition, they

are significant because they produce positive change in women-.,,

A

The pnrpo6d'of this paper 'is to describe and analyze One type .of omen's

'group," namely a Feminist` Research Athddology Group (FRMG). The,discussion

will focus on the'dynamTcs of these groups rather than thecdontentiof feminist

research methodology which I have discussed clsewhe're.(Reinharz, 1979, 1981, 1982at

1982b,1983a). The aterial pn which draw for this analysi's is my founding

membership in-two of these groups in two.,different cities, mx___:e9rreSpondence.

and discussion with numerous colleagues involved in liar groups, and the

feedback i've gotten fkom talks about these groups at several women's confdr-

ences. Flfst I wial describe the characteristics of two FRMGs. Then ,I will

briefly differentiate the characteristics of the FRMG from related groups

such as CR, therapy, networks, encounter and support groups. I will then

conclude- by discussing the reasons for the-first group's disbanding, the

effect of the FRMGs on members; the significance of theFRMG and challenges

for the futur

I



FEMINIST RESEARCH. NIETHODOLOG GROUPS.

GROUP ONE

The origins 'of the st of the ewo FRMGS to be des ..-ibed here began in

spring 1980 when A group*of .University of Michigan women graduate students

from numerous apAdemic departments drove to the National Woks Studies.

Association 6nnual conferencean -omington, Indiana.- Many sessions they

attended were devoted to issues of search. methodology andjits transformation

within a feminist perspective. On their Return ride, these women decide& to

pursue their interest in feminist research methodology in various ways. At

f :hey spoke'of edit a book together, then one of them agreed

a meeting of a larger group of women who would detide which c9urse of action

to take.

In December 1980, an informal brunch was held for about ten graduate

students and faculty whd had been invited personally by the organizer or who

had seen fliers poste about the brun ch. People were recruited who identified

themselves as feminists and were concerned with research methodology.. During

the brunch numerous suggestions discussing me...hodology were considered.

The conclusion achqd was to have those present .form a group which would meet

weekly. 'Accord 7g to a prearranged weekly schedule, each member would present

a talk on ,the dominant paradigm of her discipline,, would explaine the feminist

critique(s), Id describe a feminist alternative to the mainstream.

In essence the people who gathered agreed to constitute a small group
A

whose members would educate one another A small group has been defined as

between two and about fifteen individuals who have fa -lace contact,

intelact with one another, 'and affbct each other's behavior (Hare,_1976:4).

Groups develop only if members share motives and goals, if a set of nor
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emerges to limit behavior, and if asys em of feelings among members is,

created hese characteristics of,small groups r.te montione here to

contrast the FRMG with other possible structures such 'as lecture series or

. professional organizationsin which discontinuous memberShip and lack of

regular face -to- face -interaction not lead to the development of norms

and thus to. personal change.

The fact that th ias.to be al7.all-female group was,critical for the

resocializaCion effect that was to develop. If men are present in groups of

women, women have a .tendency to adopt the socio-emotional role in contrast to

`s task-oriented one (parsons and Bales, 1955; trodtbeck and Mann, 1956).

In mixed -sex discussion; encounter and task groups, women are likely ----to over-
,

look other women as they attempt to engage the attention of the men. In mixed

groups women interact very. little among themselvos.(Aries,'1977:295). Research-

has shown that in mixed-sax groups males initiate and receive more interaction

than females, whereas in all-female groups, women share imacieS and speak'

at length about things meaningful. to them (Aries, 197794).

'The feet that in,our-planning.meeting we assumed Could educate each

other was the initial step in our conveyance of mutual respect. It also

.-
signified disregard for our hierarchical Statuses in the university. We were

able to.value each other rather than have disdain for the ideas of women

(Goldberg, 1968) because each of us had already internalized a feminist

perspective. The fact that everyone agreed to present represented an

. -

step in the process, empoWerment because several of the members had had very

little previous experience presenting their thoughts publicly.
' e

- At a follbw7up organizational meeting, we discussed the format'our grotip

would use, i.e. the norms we agreed to follow. We'decided,that we wanted-to-,
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remain a small group and therefore would not expand our me hership beyond.t n

peo1 If others wanted to join, we would, encourage and help them start

addi anal groups. Second, we each agreed to have a strong commitment to

)group ms 0,f attendance, punctuality, preparation aAd participation -for

one semester. -Wb agreed to pool resources to buy tape cassettes so that we

could tape-record each session. This week's session's tapes would be tran-
. 4

4

scribed by-last Week's presenter and would be copied that each c8bld have

a, copy. Thus we would have a running record of our work 'as a groupand each
0

presenter would have a record, of the group's discussion Of her presentation.

During the fi st year, meetings ocdurred weekly for two hours in the office

of one member. Attendance Was nearly perfect at each session.
I
The transcripts were of great value to each pr--enter in improving the

'quality of her work after her pesentation. Also; in the process o n-

scribing the tapes, the transcriber gained new insights abbut the. qual_ y"of

our interactien. For instance, she was able "to note the extensive outbursts

-of laughter; the gro6p's peculiar use of languages`, the soft- spokenness of

a shSr'member. We laughed out of oue shared anger at our discomfort with may

aspects,o'f'patriarchal university life. Our laughter, like the laughter of

any group, served to lessen social distance among us and bring closer

tonther as a group (Weitz, 1980). Laughter similarly released tension (for

a'discussion of the extensive laughter in women's encounter- groups, see`°

Meador, Solomon and Bow n 1972). Transcribers frequently commented on their

,transcription insights, both in written additiSns on'the transcripts -thremselves,

and verbally in front of the group at a subsequent meeting. These co_ents

enhancdd'our group dynamics -and our feminist understanding. They enabled us

to-be more .reflective-about how sae were functioning-as a group and as

andividuals.



The original membership.of the group indluded. eight graduate students;

d one clinician who was alone assistant professor, post-doctoral

researcher. The fields represented by the participants included' demography,
it

social work, various subfields of psychology, Asian studies- economics,

'American studies, and anthropology. In the econd ,yeer of. the FRMG,,four
"N.

. -

s
e

the original members left (one to do dissertation fieldwork-inn, Appalachia0

and 'three bec'huse they needed more time to.do their own Work). The vacancies
4.

.

were filled by one,full professor, one assistant professoK-and.one associate

director of a reserch.institute. All of these individuals were connected

with the University of Michigan. All'new members were.-ca Lilly chosen on

the basis of their femin 't orientation; their

geneity f the-group,lin e ils'of academic discipline and rank, and their

perceived group. skills in the third year, some, members left the group

contribution to the hetero-

-because they left town,/ They ere replaced in a similar way. Currently

the group does not meet regularly although there is interest among some of

the members to/build a new grbup ilar'to the original one.-

t

By intention the kroup representea a'range of disciplines, although we

would liave.liked to avoid tge tact that the, social,saiences predominated, the

humanities were barely represented, and the physiCal sciences were not repre-

sented at .all. The uredomirLanoe of the social sciences stems the-fact

that women are over-repesented-in those fields aS compared with the physical-

.

sciences (Feldman-, 1974:ch. 3 and that the organizer began the-group by

approach ing her friends in Women's Studies where there is a similar clustering

women from the humanities and social sciences. The effort to have numerous

'disdiplines represented in the group spoke to Our belief that a feminist

perspective on any research question should have a multi-disciplinary



orientation. In addition, .to includL Women from various departments would

allow us to'build bricfged among women who were likely not to know one

another.

The most difficult preliminary issue for the group was to find-a-meeting

time. Not only was this a logistical problem but it also raised issues of

-mutual trust because each person had to state at which times she was truly

unavailable rather than wely inconvenienced. We had to weigh the diverse

constraints of women .with different lifestyles and at different life stages.

We assured everyone; participation by setting up a roster in advance.

This schedule of presentation's preyented the formatien of:a status hierarchy

of most feminist organizationswithin the group; in keeping with the culture

(Rlger, 1981). The group process that we planned wasidesigned'to give every-

one a chanCe to'speak ancilDe heard, and at same time yield a- worthwhile

in-depth dis tssion, ascot one reduced to the lowest-common-denominator. We

did not have a syst6 whidn compelTedeveryoneto gpeak:at every session

a "round"). We_preferred spontaneity and reverted to the "round" only

-if a partiCular individual wanted to receive feedback to her presentation in
f

that foa. Each session was defined) as belonging to the presenter to do. with

as she wished.

Research on all-female groups has shown that women tend to adopt this

style of sharing. and not dominating one'another. In all fa ale:groups -omen

lend to, draw each other out, rather tAan ignore quieter members (Aries, 1977

183). In addition, in contrast with 'men in all-men groups-, women have been

shown to- adopt', an anticompetitive.norm iwall-female groups. They develop

norms that ailoW everyone to benefit (Shaw, 1981:183). For example, Uesugi

and Vinacke (1963) found that "women subjects adopted rotation 'systems and
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elliances'which included everybody, in contrast to men subjects who made the

best deals under th-'tircumatanceiP (Shaw, 1981'183).

We prdvented the deterioration of the presentations to a low-level

discussion by having the presenter circulate materials relevant to her presen-,

Cations at least a week in advance,` This literature, usually accompanied by

a cover letter containing key questions the presenter wanted to address;

alloWed everyone come to sessions prepared. In the first year of the group,

each session,was used to define dis iplint's domina paradigm and the

feminist critique. During the subsequent years, members presented a project

they were currently working intellectual' interests,' or working' ideas.

The ability to provide a frequent, highly in erested and appreciative

audience for one another's work wab one small antidote td the tr atment of

women in the professions and acadeMy. -Nbmerous.stud-es have -shown that .Men

are less likely to attend a talk given by -a worn gardiess of her7ran.or

-reputation and if they Attend, they are'likely to 'inter pt her..(See'for

example, Solomon, 1976). In addition, men's 'bunon has been shown be based

extensively on degradation of women's cognitive functioning, in particular by

preferring women'to besexual rather than intellectual (Ransoh- f 181).

Presenters distitibuted materials ranging from rough draft of a working

paper, an outline of a lecture to be giveni or a reiecttd-graht proposal that

was being reworked.for resubmission. Therei-yere no demands -made by the group

concerning the level of Completion of'the presenter's work. We simply assumed

that each presenter would have-something valuable to say and that she could

present it: interestingly, we found that despite the camaraderie 'and support

we offered each other, presenters felt some anxiety prior to preddnting. This

was not so much a reflection of possible-failure but rather-a desire to inform.



the group

six-

-ctivelv. We were pleased that although group was experienced

by us as supportive, it still engendered enough anxiety to have people exert

'sufficient effort to prepare excellent presentations. Like all good educational

or resocinlization contexts, our group combined Support with challenge. In

several cases the presenter's anxiety,which ste,e_A from preparing her pre

tion for the group or other audiences, became part of the material she presented.

tried to understand why some of us become anxious about working/speaking/

writing and how we Might ')vercome this difficulty or change the structures

(Thi8 con etn has developed into a dissertation topic

for one member, i.e., why do man5., women continue to experience anxiety about

their work although they have achieved considerable success?) Anxiety also

reflected the difficulty graduate students face when being socialized 'in the

mainstream tradition on the one hand and feeling drawn to a critical perspec-

tive on the other. Two members of our group sufficiently anxious to

\ bar benefibting from the group.

During our two sessions= we adopted a very.serious tone, reviewed

the work of other riters, and argued the merits o eir cases in conventional,

detached ways (for a,bibliography see keinherz, hcifl,byk and Wright 1983). The

following sesscon the presenter offered a better model. She couched her presen-
t

tation in the/context of her own socialization and informed us about the

salience of-the paradigm conflict for her own work. She included in her talk

a description of the proces s of presenting her work before a mixed-gender

group. In response` to her talk, there was much sharing of similar experiences,

affect and good humor. From then on we adopted this presentation format we

-ei ed our ideas within the context of the experience of doing one's work.



sign, we did not serve refreshments at our meetings so as to avoid

ing our enargi diverted or slipping into conventional feminine behavior

which always puts nurtu ing before intellectual work. Also we all felt

pressed for time. However, about a third of the wav through the semestee,

people began bringing inexpensive store-bought snacks. At the end of the

semester we also held a few celebratory pot-lucks t here we engaged in good

dining and enjoyable conversation. During our formal meetings we triad to

.minimize social talk although we did reserve a few minutes at the end of the

meetinT, oment-s of Comm cr. i-.1torest We also made a .2=a:it5cat to

not have a subgroup of e group meet of our sessions to

continue.discussing our ideas because we wanted to preserve the sense that

e a group of equals with equiValent exposure to each other's ideas.

This small agreement was much appreciated by those members who had to rush

after sessions to pick their child up from day-care and would thus

have to consistently miss the continued discussions the rest of the group

uld afford to have.

The group discussions focussed on explaining the dominant paTadigm of

one discipline, explaining what feminists find lacking in that model, and how

a particular woman was dealing with the issue. None of us had a predefined

"feminist theory or feminist methodology li -" which she wanted to impose on

anyone, nor did the group reach consensus about feminist theory or methodology.

In fact there was wide divergence among members, some of whom felt closer to

the dominant paradigm and some of whom felt more distant. But because of the

group dynamics and the multidisciplinary context of our discussions, these

differences became less sharp over time. In terms of methodology itself, a

perspective each of us had was reinforced, i.e., that to be a feminist is to



question the author
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received wisdom in our disciplines -erni ,

method. (Hai, research on science career aspirants led him to the con-

clusion that a student's attitude toward his discipline's authority,

accepting or -e _ring i is critical in determining one's-Identity as a

scir Haim, 1983.) The specific direction this question of authority

would lead each of us varied.

CROUP TWO

This group formed because one woman felt a painful discontinuity in her

life between her great success as a mainstrem researcher in a male- dominated

hospital on the one hand and her feminist-act ivism on the other hand. A

friend of hers Who had been unable to,find an academic apnointment in her

highly specialized field and had thus recently retrained as a lawyer, was

also looking-for a place to validate her identity as a feminist and r:1Searcher.

They had a small Party.in their home and invited a few friends whom they'

suspected would he interested in forming a FRIG. The author's experience in

the Michigan group was known to these women and at the party she was asked to

describe that group, She stressed the need for mutual commitment and for

adeuate preliminary discuss he group's procedures and goals.

Those present who were able. to make the commitment were asked_

in and bring a -d who might'be interested. At our first preparatory

me

meeting there were eight women and it was decided that ould close the

membership with this number. Seven had the Ph.D. one had a B.A. and was

considering re-entering school to earn a higher degree

ship, although a controversial position to take in the

Closed group ember-
*

mist movement,

seemed to assure us that we could develop greater group cohesiveness.
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This group was somewhat less diversified in terms of disciplinary

affiliation than the first FRIG (all were sociologists or psycholegists

except one humanist lawyer). On the other hand, it teas more diversified in

terms of class background, ethnicity, religion and explicit sexual orienta-

tion. Although the membership of the first FRMG was also diversified along

these ions, in the first FRMG these were not itsues that were brought

out extensively to deepen the tlethoaologv discussion. In the second group,

,these differences were brought continuously into the research analysis itself.

In fact there was a deliberate effort made to consider how a feminist

orientation is built on acknowledging these differences among women.

this FRMC two sessions were needed to come to agreement on group

size, number of tings and scheduling, Some of these matters were dealt

with very efficiently because we could use the model of the first FRMG.

But some of the work of forming group cohesion took longer than in the-first

FRMG -because many of us were strangers to one another. In the first group

almost everyone knew everyone else to some extent and many had been close

friends or£or years Thus in the second group, a preliminary meeting was spent

in-a round of self-disclosure-which not only provided members with information

about one anoth&r but engendered trust'. We used the question what brought

you to the current point in your work? People usually began their stories

with their parents' origins, how their parents and they had been reared, and

the cultural environment of their formative years. Thus these women's percep-'

-tit* of- their work was couched in the context of their whole life. It was

"personal" even if the subject matter of their cur,.=,,t research did not relate

to

/ d

their current experienc This round of responses to the single question



showed us that we had man shared concerns - it also evolzed

laughter and shared no

The preparato ng raped two other interzstli irst

was that because some us were strangers, we wanted to determine that we

were not in competit n with each other virtue of our position outside the

group. We d=scussed the fact that some. of us wanted the group serve as a

substitute for the camaraderie that was absent place of work partially

because of the competition amo

of us were conce

women there. The second issue was that some

hat several members spoke of their g7 at needs r

emotional support, for funds, for colleagues, for research design ideas, etc.

and not of what they could offi others. if there wa s a large discrepancy

among the levels of neediness of different memhers-, the less needy ones would

feel_ then were gaining little from the group, In _ onse to seeing this

group members- resolved that this was not to be a therapy group to deal with

personal probleMs but a research group to deal with issues of how each of us
,

could produce the best possible research of which she was capable, and how

that would/could be guided by a feminist worldview. As it turned out, this

disappeared once the presenta-issue of an imbalance in the levels of needint
.

tions.began because the structure of presenting compelled every-member to

offer her ideas to the While it is true that each presentation

focussed on the current project of the narticipant in the context of her

situation and plans, it did not focus on the person's emotional life.

Because the presentations were delivered in a contextual, rather than in a

context - stripped manner (Mishler,1979 ), however, they were personally

meaningful to all of us.
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This FRMG group does not examine the paradigms of disciplines bu._ rather

is a forum for members to discuss their work. We circulate papers in advance

alonZ with key questions we would like the group to address. The key ques

tions are what distinguishes this FRMG from an ordinary research support

group because the key queStions are always concerned with how a particular

piece of work ?2ould be reinterpreted, revised, or developed within a feminist

framework. For instance, one woman has recently completed her doctoral disser

tation which, althojh dealt with women, employed a conventional research

des-- .. She is vow Preparing some article's for publication and wants to sub
.

mit one to a feminist popular iournal -4-(ow could she discuss the same issues

in a different why? Another woman, the lawyer, appended the following questions

to the article she circulated 1) What is tha_nature and ,function of law and of

_ =legal 4r.sn-4ons? 2 .c.men be said to have 'a particular approach to,

solving the problems addressed by the need for law and, if so, haw would those
-,,

problems,be solved differently in a womandefine t context? 3) What sort of

methodologies might one use to construct a femtaistjurisOrudenc0

Each presenter structures the evening as she wishes. We meet approximately

every three weeks and have almost no food at our meetings. There have been

several delicious potlucks on other occasions. This group has met long enough

so that each member has presented once. Spontaneously in the last session -r

rwo some members began express the personal changes they had experienced

since participating in the group. In-the next section, I wl discuss

similarities and differences between these FRMGs and related groups. Then

I will discusg outcomes for participants.

A



IS )Ns 1JT1.1 OT-FR TYPES

Jessie Bernard's (198 massiv of the f_ mate world includes

discussion of the variety of groups formed by women. She explains that

feminist groups Drowide surrogate tupoart for the family whose functions have

eroded. While this may be true, feminist groups also have an educational

resoe alizatic- function,

freer of the

ey change women by enabling them to become

ve cl-nsi:raints of their environment. These groups come

ill discuss Cam, encounter,netw,rks,and therapy group!
numerous varieties.i .

The FRMOS ado cet.tain features of C.P. erouns in that membership was

small (fewer than 12) and leaderless. Generally -v-ryon 'had a chance to

speak at each meeting, participation was, confined to women, and members wore

supportive vet challenging of each other. Unlike CR groups, however, the
a

FRMGs did not follow a set of guidelines which informs many :R groups (Perl

and Abarbancli, 1976), nor did the participants of the FRMG see the primary

purpose of the group as the exploration of personal experience. The FRMGs

were similar to encounter groups in that they were small and the participan

were interested in personal growth and change, but they were unlike encounter

groups in that they did not JnvolVe an examination of the relations among the

members or of the here-and-now, nor did they engage the services of a-profesf-

sional group leader, nor use group process by which any discussion.topic at

all was allowed to emerge from the interaction of the members (Back, 1972).

This is not deny that encounter groups for woten are powerful vehicles for

.women to change their perceptions of the world and bond'with other women

(:trader, Solomon and Bowen, 1972),

The FKMGs were different from a member's social network whether it be

informal- (Mitchell and Trickett, 1980) or formal (Daniels; 1979) in that

19
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-k- are usually larger and less jointed in their overall -g_ a l Net-o-

de not --- allt- have egularlv schedule `reoruent meetings that have an intel-

lectual purpose. On the other hand, the FRMOs hare with social 3et;aorks the

quality of generating a great deal of support in the fOrm o attachment,

social in-- ation (as members began to include each other in their activities),

nurturance, reassure of worth, sense of allin

(Mitchell nd Trickett, 1980).

and concretes' guidance

The FB,MCs were similar to a study group ir, that the primary purpose was

intellectual. But to the extent'that members felt free to diScuss personal

experiences when these were pertinent, that thmembership was comprised of

women only, tilt iembex ed their sometimes unfinished work, and

that there was an.affiliation with a larger social movement, made them some-
!

what different from a c event izal study group.

Perhaps they were most similar self -help or support groups, particu-

larlylarlv n their small size, the regularity of the members'-face -to -face contact

in a groupimeeting, and the definition of the purpose of the group as enthers

supporting each other's

ber rown work." In an ex-

groups for

loration of feminiSt methodology and furtherance

llont discussion of the significance of support

the Michigan Department of Mental Health Task Force on

Women defined a support group as a group in which "women share common problems

and provide each other with mutual aid, thereby developing new support systems.

In addition, support groups provide not only emotional support but education

as well. Furthermore, the synthesis of support and education has a direct

relationship to problem- -lying" (Michigan Department of Mental Health, 1982:

4). But the FRM0s were also d Ssimiler to support groups in that,, the latter

are frequently established by professionals ruerating out of a community mental

2u



health center or hospital, by national advocacy organizations. ',:hereas

eon le join s because of -ssin,z needs, people Joined tilt FKMG

also out of intellectual interest and excite

personal problems,

Not all came to solve

groups have consistently__ emonstrated positive

changes in memberships see,Schwartz, 1975) a fact reflected also in their

wide popularity,

Interestingly, these pc tine changes sin women have not been as well

documented in professional psycho4erapy groups in which a medical model of

helping is Rousanville, 'Afton and Bieber, 1979). In recognition

this problem, consciousness-rai g is being advocated over group psych-

therapy for omen by feminist psychotherapists. And -as stated above the

Michigan Department of Mental Health recommends support groups for women

instead of psychotherapy Brodsky informally compared the behavior of women

in CR groups with those in all-female group thdrap She states that. CR

groups engender _ sense of trust in other women and a closeness based on

cowmon problems" (1981:575) where 3alt-female therapy groups were characte

`zed by cattiness, aggressiveness and competition. In group psychotherapy,

the drop-out rate is high and loyalty and intimacy is not easily achieved.

The shares with activist feminist organizations the desire to g

beyond facilitating individual change's. Specifically, our interest tackling

the question of how feminists could do research from a feminist perspective

represented a collaborative effort which we were engaging in for_ the sake of

the movement generally. -We hoped to produce products that would help other

researchers or would be of interest those who read scholarly material..

This goal, which, transcended individual goals, made our group somewhat of a

task force although it was not connected to a larger association. Some of the



methodology

the first-., MG ,aside from substantive work such as

-included rkshops Bich we offered on minist

Great Lakes College Association Annual Naticnal Training

LRstitute in Womon's Studies, 1981, 1982) , a publisl, d-hibllographv (Reinharz,

Bombvk and Wright, 1983), a series of lectures (Contratto, 1981), conference

ations (Reinharz, 1981;=Con o, 1983; Bombyk, 1983;:Javaratne, 1983;_

and Reinharz, 1983a).newsletter colur,ns ( einhatz, 1981h),and other lectures

in universities and women's Thus, in -s--- ways we were the infoLmal

grass-roots component of the larger __ -al associations which might deal

specifically with feminist methodology, such as the Asso ion for Women in

-ohology, Sociologists for 'Women in Society, and the National Women's Studies

sociation.

MOTIVATIONS AND OUTOMES

The outcomes of FRMCs should be judged in relation to the motivations

members had for joining and the goals for which the gryups satire organized.

The motivations and outcomes were p rscInal, 'intellectual and social. Women

came to find an informed sympathetic audience for th, questions and work.

They came to learn about tine femfeminist perspectives in other disciplines' and

how these could be integrated in their own. They came to support other women

and receive their support, to assuage acade loneliness as faculty

and Graham, 1974) or as_ graduate students (Feldman, 1974); to associate with

role models, to'be integrated in a network of scholars, to find support for

doing something new professionally, to contribute to a shared definition of

feminist methodology, and to continue previous friendships. They came to

develop a place of their own on the outskirts of the'male preserve of acade

2 2
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a place where they could ex e iment with new ideas and new values (Janewati

1975). All of these goals were achieved. in addition in most cases women in

the FRMGs experienced increased self-esteem partieularlv with regard to their

abilitc : do significant work. Or if they had no difficulties in this area,

they felt enhanced in their ability , continue their work. These are some

personal motivations and group goals of women's educational institu-

tions which have been shown to be very effective in enhancing women's

steem and leading them toeffective careers (Tidball, 1975; Churgin, 1978).

The effect on women of being in single -sex small group settings is partially

fble for Lilo occur.

element contributing to the effectivenesS of the FRMG is related

to the use of CR tecriniques. The effects on members of participation in CR

groups has been studied albeit to a limited ex In his interviews which

compared women who participated in such groups with those who did not
t-

(1972) found that the former group developed a feeling of autonomy vis a vis

mop and.a sense of communitvwith other women. The women in the CR group were..

active, assertive, achievement-oriented -'4 goal-oriented. They had. high self-

esteem. Although Cherniss' design could not determine if such people were

drawn to the group or were affected by the group,- the women themselves expe-

rienced their changes as a result of the group process

1970).

Lieberman, Solow, Bond and Reibstein (1981) studil

also Micossi,

CR groups in the

framework of their larger investigation the self-help movement and the'-,

large -scale survey of CR group participants (Lieberman and Bond, 1976). The

research group administered a questionnaire to women entering CR groups

organized among strangers by women's centers. Eventually a sample Of 32.

23



women was obtained a pre -group questionnaire and a follow-

up questionnaire after months. Twenty-four '(.:omen also agreed to a lengthy

telephone interview for an additional follow-up. The primary= motivation for

joining the group was "'an interest in women issue;' (e.g. to 5har e thoughts

and feelinAs about being a woman, to learn about other women and theit expe-

riences...) (and) 'help-seeking' concerns... get relief from things or

feelings that trouble me,' 'to sole personal problems' and 'to bring about

some change in myself'" (Lieberman et al., 1981:585). Target problems in

this stole were self-concept (i.e- self-c assertiveness, identity)

and interpersonal functioning.

LiebeLman and his colleagues found that CR groups help Women improve

their self - attitudes but were limited in promoting other chnages in psych-

logical functioning (1981:589). The mean distress measured on target

problems was significantly decreased and the mean level of self-esteem

significantly increased (1981:589), but symptoms or coping styles remained

unchanged. Thirty -five percent of the women reported important career or

Interpersonal change. Lieberman and his associates believe that the grpuPs

supported these life changes initiated by:the participants but did not initiate

the specific changes themselves g. a woman would r ceive support if she

decided to divorce but would not be advised to seek a divorce if she was having

marital trouble The same phenomenon occurred in the FRMG - women were

supported in the intellectual directions they decided to take rather than

being advls-d to take certain steps. The? authors conclude that the impact of

groups is unique: they do not reduce symptoms (as in psychotherapy, they

claim), do not lead to personal growth (as in encounter groups, they claim)

but do lead to a reassessment of the self, evidenced in "increased self-esteem,
____---

renewed self- respect and acknowledgment df self-impotance" (1981:595).

2.4
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From he role of social worker, Davis (1977) study cl -a unique info -al

monthly luncheon CR group in a lower-middle class Califor ufflunit`' which

had no other feminist groups. Attendance varied from two to 20 women per

meeting.. There were two rules - women only and confidentiality. No minute

were taken, no ecs collected, no leaders elected children allowed.

Members passed a hat for donations to cover b-bvsitting expenses. Women

shared their experiences, and sometimes speakers were invited. The group

went on to sponsor a one-day workshop on the needs of the women of their town,

a health fair, sent a wottian to attend the town's Chamber of Commerce for two

years, and supported women who so- their help. Several members attended

the International Women's Conference in Mexico City in 1975. Smaller spin-

off support groups to deal with problems of re-entering women and displaced

homemakers foLmed. Whereas these women formerly had been completely

isolated from one Another, they now called each other for mutual assistance,

initiated projects through the community mental health center, formed

Women Against Rape group with a 24-hour hot line, and more. The major effects

of this group, then, were the break -down in social isolation and alienation

and the replacement of a sense of powerlessness with a feeling of competence`

(see Reinhart, 19.830. According. to Davis (1977), the_ increase in women's

social networks and in their problem solving abilities made It easier for

them to deal with role transitions. The _impact of CR groups as documented

here thas been paralleled by the impact on women of membership in self-help

groups (see Michigan Department of Mental Hea1,t114-19-WT:-

The impact of the FRMG has been to achieve the group goals listed above

and to help women achieve individual goals related to their own research.

For instance one member has written: "...my rediscovery of the potential c
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feminist clinical research which was only pessible with the ongoing support

and inquiry of the feminist methodology seminar has brought me to a new point

in my thinking and writing. Not only am I able to address questions of vital

interest to me but T am able, I think, to do so in a way which breaks down

traditional subject/object problems" (Contralto, 1983:9). The group helped

ieach of us in the.contin inq process of establishing our own identity.

DISB DING

As was mentioned earlier the first FRMC has disbanded. One contributing

factor w,as turnnyc --n of members because some of us moved out of town. More

significant, how-ever, were two other factors. Fil:st, I hare argued that the

group was created because it met the needs of individual- members to resolve

some d-ii-eulty they were encountering in their work or to provide a forum for

addressing questions about feminist methodology. The first need was eliminated

for some people bychanges that occurred in themselves. Specifically, several

members resolved which kinds of research they wished to do and how thQy would

do it. Several overcame the obstacles that had been preVenting them from

recognizing how to settle on a dissertation topic. Several= resolved relation-

ships with associates or found more Compatible departments that4nabled them

.

to make progress on their own work. Among some of. the second-and third set of

members in the first FRMG the need for the group was not always clear-cut.

Some had joined simply for curiosity or companionship. Some of these women

did not give a presentation or make a long-term commitment acid thus dropped

out.

Thus divergent Motivations, group dynamics,

banding of thegropp,

and turnover led to a dis

In a sense the group disbanded because it,achieved its

=
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purpose. Were it to be re- established, members would have to determine if

there were identifiable needs that could be met by an FRMG. The second FRMG

is still meeting and at a recent session which celebrated the completion of

one round of presentations, a commitment was voiced to go through a second

round with the same membership except one replacement for a woman who will

working, abroad_

Like therapy groups, the purpose of the FRMG is of to create dependence.

But like women's groups, ds deSirable that depp attachmentJ, foLm among

members. We have found in the first FENC that when the group no longer

needed, the attachments will persist among members who continue to work

together in other contexts. It is symbolic that a celebration dinners

marking the departure of two members, the rest of the group presented them

with the gift of a tee-shirt with the words "f- InieL methodologist" on the

front. Thus to leave

researcher.

is to graduate .;cialized

REMAINING CHALLENGES

Several challenges face FRMGs. First, it would be useful for members of

FRMGs to share information about successful models and` disseminate these so

that others could adopt and/or modify °them. This has already been done.

'infomally to a limited extent (e.g. people who happen to have heard about

the group write for information and then set up their own, such as occurred

at Cornell University). Also members of audiences who have heard descriptions

of the FRMG have said they wanted to go_home and establish their own. ever,

other steps could be taken: a model could be written for one of the..feminist

professional associations and brought to the attention of its members, In the



same way the and Aharbanell (1976) wrote guidelines for CR This

dissemination would be valuable in helping to provide one preventive me,_.sure,

for the distress experienced by some women in academia. Pauline Bart (1982)

and o have shown howAdifficult it is to withstand ex elusion from one's

chosen profession just because one's style and/or interests not the

dominant ones. Women are a minority oup in academia, a minority group with

rising expectations in a social system with shrinl:in capacities to absorb

newcomers and with persistent sexism ellart_ 1 .Thse structural conditions mean

that women are crowded in the lower ranks, with few role models in the higher

ranks, with pressures to compete among each other, and thus with little chance

for solidari The lack lidarity leads to further isolation and stress

sometimes expressed in writing blocks, turning students for support,or

even self-destruction (Mausner and Steppacher, 1973). Every woman academic

need not a FR'iC but should have one or 1417n

to her for support if she wants it.

Second, it might be worthwhile for members of these groups to formulate

a definition of feminist research methodology based on their work. Although

some efforts in this direction are being made, there are also barriers.

Particularly, some of us have corri,T, to ..lieve that feminist research method-

ology is not a specific set pf guidelines for research but rather a continuing

process engaged in by feminists that combines a critical analysis of mainstream.

research and a -Ian vision of feminist research. For some of us, the g 0

toward a personal definition of feminist methodology has not contributed to a
w...,-r'.- ...

new aet of gidelines but rather to a personal openness to differences in

research approaches, e.g. quantitative combined with qualitative research

(s Jayaratne, 1983).

\'`...
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A third challenge, is to see if the croups could become even more

diversified than they currently are with regard to race, disciplinary

affiliation, and academic rank of the members, and that with these

.
differences product would emerge which would be shared among, groups.
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